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Abstract—In this digitalized world there are various 

application oriented wireless sensor networks (WSN) exists. 

Especially the monitoring system uses spatiotemporal data and 

sends frequently to the owner of the WSN for surveillance 

purposes. Two challenges present on transmission spatiotemporal 

data. They are an energy efficient clustering algorithm to cluster 

a huge number of sensors and the energy efficient cryptography 

algorithm for secure transmission of spatiotemporal data against 

vulnerable transmission lines which may lead to the problems 

like data leakage and fake data manipulation. This paper 

proposed a novel model network to provide an energy efficient 

clustering algorithm and energy efficient secure mechanism in 

the monitoring and the surveillance oriented application.  The 

experiment was done for both the clustering and the secure data 

transmission. The clustering result shows that Low Energy 

Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) algorithm is suitable 

best algorithm after analyzing performance parameter such as 

life time of network, average through of data transmission and an 

energy efficiency of packet delivery with others clustering 

algorithms. The Blowfish cryptography algorithm is 

comparatively efficient algorithm than other cryptography 

algorithms by measuring data encryption. 

Index Terms— Wireless Sensor Network, Private Key 

Cryptography Comparison, Clustering Techniques Comparison, 

Energy Efficient Security Algorithm, Energy Efficient Clustering 

Technique. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In few decades due to the rapid growth of technological 

advancement in wireless communication, the WSN is used in 

many surveillance related applications. The WSN based 

spatiotemporal application is mainly used for various indexing 

and real time applications [1-4].  The WSN is the considerable 

number of sensors grouped together and nowadays it is 

especially utilized for sending spatiotemporal data from field 

sensor’s to storage sensor for an intended purpose. The overall 

functionalities of WSN for surveillance communication 

oriented applications are sensing, tracking, and alerting the 

network and these can be possible because of a cooperative 

effort between the sensors in the sensor field. The sensed data 

stored in Master Node (MN) and also processes stored data 

and responses the query when the Network Owner (NO) 

request data as a query in a secure manner [5-7]. The energy 

usage in WSN must be moderated for communicating 

spatiotemporal data since granularity of spatiotemporal data is 

considerably large.     

WSN applications are used to cover the large area to sense 

the data. So to manage large area networked sensor’s data to 

be communicated and stored at the storage place, the suitable 

clustering technique has to be placed to optimize energy for 

the communication between networked sensor’s and storage 

place. There are various clustering protocols evolved for WSN 
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to optimize the communication cost and reduce energy for 

transmission of data among field sensor and data storable MN 

[5]. The suitable clustering algorithms for spatiotemporal data 

based on Parameters such as Cluster Head (CH) Count, CH 

Selection, CH Mobility and Hop Distance are Hierarchical 

Control Clustering (HCC) [8], LEACH [9], Energy Efficient 

Unequal Clustering (EEUC) [10], Power Efficient and 

Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (PEACH) [11], the secure 

clustering algorithm for WSN [12], and clustering of 

heterogeneous WSN [13].On another hand there are 

tremendous vulnerability breaches are in sensor’s network 

such as easy penetration of harmful and trust-less sensors and 

misbehaving MN due to vulnerabilities. The attacks [14] such 

as forgery attack, dictionary attack, and replay attack are much 

harmful to the sensor network. In this situation, there are many 

security mechanisms protocols and cryptography algorithms 

[6, 15] which are overcome the attacks and safeguard the 

network for an intended purpose.    

This work further organized as follows. Section 2 discusses 

clustering technique used on WSN and clustering a large 

number of sensors over hostile environment and comparison 

of the appropriate clustering algorithm with necessary 

parameters to identify the best algorithm for clustering. This 

section also describes spatiotemporal data and security 

parameters necessary for securing WSN applications and 

possible security attacks and finally, this section compares the 

different private key cryptographic algorithms data and key 

size. Section 3 depicts the proposed secure model for this 

paper along with how clustering using LEACH algorithm 

formed and how security provided by blowfish algorithm. This 

section also describes how MN working and secure 

spatiotemporal data verification. Section 4 portrayed the 

experimental result for LEACH algorithm by discussing 

performance analysis with parameters like the life time of 

network, the average throughput of data transmission, an 

energy efficiency of packet delivery. This section also 

discusses encryption time comparison of Blowfish algorithm 

with other security algorithms. Finally, section 5 wrap up this 

paper significant and conclusion.  

II. RELATED WORK 

This section discusses the related work of the clustering 

techniques, the nature of spatiotemporal data and its query 

processing necessity, and finally the security algorithm 

selection for data security. The following parameters are 

considered while choosing the best clustering algorithm [8-11] 

for WSN in the spatiotemporal data domain. The parameters 

are CH Count, CH Selection, CH Mobility and Hop Distance. 

CH Count is the number of CH over WSN either fixed or 

varied based on the dynamic in nature of sensors. Based on 

CH selection rule in the different algorithm, the CH selection 

is done either dynamically or predefined manner.CH mobility 

means the movement of the node. As per nature of WSN 

Environment applications, the CH may move or fixed. The 

hop distance is that the number of hop count between CH to 

all other general sensors as per deployed sensors count and 

application specific requirements. The following clustering 

algorithms about what are the suitable values for the 

parameters such as the CH Count, CH Selection, CH Mobility 

and Hop Distance. Among these values which combination of 

different values is essential for the monitoring or the 

surveillance applications for spatiotemporal data in WSN.   

 HCC [8] is a kind of clustering algorithm which uses 

Breadth First Search Algorithm for selecting CH and initial 

CH selection is pre-assigned. When CH goes below the 

threshold energy, HCC call BFS algorithm to construct 

spanning tree among sensor nodes and try to select the CH and 

note that the CH count is variable and not fixed CH count. The 

WSN environment applicable is here is that field sensors and 

selected CH sensor are used to move so here CH is mobility in 

nature and the Hop distance is multi Hop since there is no 

direct link between CH to all remaining sensor nodes 

belonging to any cluster.  

Another interesting clustering technique for WSN is 

LEACH [9] using the randomness for selecting CH and 

number of CH used for each cluster is variable. The other 

parameter such as CH mobility is stable here and there is the 

major advantage is that once this algorithm selecting the CH 

then every other node with in this cluster have the distance of 

1 Hop and this lead reliability for communication. Stable CH 

(mobility less) and 1 Hop distance are the best suiting 

parameters for spatiotemporal data transmission between 

every node encrypted data to repository node through CH. The 

LEACH clustering algorithm mostly used as application 

specific, autonomous WSN, equal portability, and long range 

communication. 

The EEUC [10] algorithm is used mostly in inter-cluster 

communication application which leads more relay between 

Clusters. In this algorithm CH Count is variable, CH Selection 

based on the proportional ratio between sensor nodes, CH 

mobility is present and Hop distance is multi Hop. The major 

drawback in EEUC is that every node including CH must 

possess global knowledge about the distance to every other 

node and sensor’s location since this technique following 

inter-cluster Communication. 

The PEACH [11] algorithm is comparatively best than 

LEACH but not suitable for application specific. The 

parameters values as follows. The CH Count is gain Variable 

as like HCC, LEACH, and EEUC. The CH Selection based on 

probability, CH mobility is present and Hop distance is multi 

Hop just like HCC and EEUC followed. 

There is need of finding efficient clustering algorithm for 

WSN which suppose to transmit spatiotemporal data 

communication between sensor nodes to repository node. So 

let us consider the CH Count, CH Selection, CH Mobility and 

Hop Distance parameter’s values of HCC, LEACH, EEUC, 

and PEACH clustering algorithms. The following Table 1 lists 

the all 4 parameters and respective value as follows.  
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TABLE I. THE COMPARISON PARAMETERS FOR SPATIOTEMPORAL 

DATA COMMUNICATION 

Clustering 

techniques 

CH 

Count 

CH 

Selection 

CH 

mobility 

Hop 

Distance 

HCC Variable Pre-

Assigned 

Yes Multi Hop 

LEACH Variable Random No 1 Hop 

EEUC Variable Proportional Yes Multi Hop 

PEACH Variable Probabilistic No Multi Hop 

 

The spatiotemporal data’s WSN used in forest monitoring 

system and ocean monitoring system as application specific. 

The parameter’s values are best suited as follows; CH Count is 

variable, CH selection is random, CH Mobility is absent (no 

mobility) and Hop distance is 1 Hop. From this information, 

this comparison able to identify that LEACH is most efficient 

clustering algorithm since the parameter’s value is same as 

spatiotemporal data’s WSN needs. 

Spatiotemporal data is the information of the physical 

object which could be represented in numerical of location and 

time in the Geographic system. It is used to represents the data 

location, size, and shape of an object and it may also include 

attributes that provide more information about the entity that is 

being represented. With the help of those data, we can able to 

analyze, manipulate, and access the spatiotemporal data. 

Temporal data is the data, which able to changes with respect 

to time or temporal aspects (i.e. temporal data is data that 

varies over time.) sometimes the temporal data also called as 

time-oriented data, time-varying data, and time-dependent 

data. Spatiotemporal data range queries [5-7] discusses the 

secure range queries in the hostile environment with tier 

network. This work elaborates the secure range queries which 

are essential to cross verifies if attacker penetrates either in 

sensor level where the sensed data collected or in MN node 

level where repository the collected data. An attacker could 

collapse the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of data. 

To check the original sensed data, the technique used call 

spatial cross-check and temporal cross-check. 

Network security [15-17]  must be an essential measure for 

the current digital world by defines policies and provisions to 

handled by the network user, so that they could analyzes and 

avert the possible potential attacks, access, misuse, etc. 

Network security provides confidentiality, integrity, and 

authenticity as the major concern. Confidentiality makes 

certain the communicated message between the sensors is kept 

confidential in the wireless sensor network by means of Data 

confidentiality and privacy. The Authenticity infers that the 

content of data being genuine and it should verify and trust in 

nature. It identifies the origin which is registered in the 

network previously. The authenticity property authenticates 

the other nodes, the CH, and the MN and granting a limit to 

them in the hostile environment of our work. Integrity 

safeguards the sensed data message not been altered or 

tampered while in the network and it works against improper 

information modification or destruction in the network. 

The user must choose appropriate security algorithm to 

authenticate the sensor node, the MN. In another hand to 

provide confidentiality and integrity, the NO frames out 

encryption process before transmitting the data over the hostile 

environment in wireless sensor network and decryption 

process after received in the MN. There are various security 

protocols and security algorithm followed in various situation, 

environment and application. The works like lightweight 

secure multi route [15, 18] for remote monitoring system and 

Network Admission Control [19] for industrial and quotidian 

applications used the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) of 

the private key cryptography algorithm. In these work, they 

checked security mechanism with the low-cost sensor 

network. This AES algorithm may not suit for real time heavy 

transmission since the energy need is beyond the scope of such 

a works in real time environment.  

An energy efficient security algorithm in sensor network 

[20] draws on Data Encryption Standard (DES) from private 

cryptography, and Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) and 

RSA algorithms from public key cryptography to provide 

security. These algorithms utilized for military tracking and 

security monitoring system, but time complexity and the 

drawback is energy taken for such a computation and 

transmission is very sky-scraping since combination for both 

public and private key cryptography. Other work which used 

ECC is light weight Authentication Framework [21]. 

Applications which suitable here are commercial, military 

monitoring, domestic surveillance and health diagnosis 

system. The work concise about the authentication mechanism 

needs for the new entry of sensor to the group, key 

management, and data communication authenticity. However, 

there is a limitation as it uses ECC and the digital signature 

which consumes more energy. 

While selecting energy efficient security algorithm in 

WSN’s spatiotemporal data processing, the time consumption 

for encryption and decryption has to be considered. The 

private key block cipher algorithms such as AES, DES, Triple 

DES, RC4, and Blowfish are taken for experimentation with 

varying data sizes. Table 2 shows the comparison of above 

said algorithm’s parameters like structure, key size, and a 

number of rounds. Here the noticeable point that Blowfish is 

the light weight security algorithm for WSN data security with 

respect to energy conception and powerful algorithm [15]. 

TABLE II. COMPARISON OF PRIVATE KEY CRYPTOGRAPHIC 
ALGORITHMS 

Algorithm Structure Key size (in 

bits) 

No. of 

Rounds 

AES Substitution permutation 
network 

128, 192, 256 10, 12, 14 

DES Balanced feistel network 56 16 

Triple 

DES 

feistel network 112,168 48 

Blowfish feistel network 32 to 448 16 

RC4 Unbalanced feistel network 80 32 
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III. PROPOSED WORK 

A. A proposed secure model Architecture for Hostile 

Environment 

The entire work is divided into four components such as 

NO, Authenticator also called key Distribution Center, MN 

and sensors region [6, 16] as shown in Fig. 1. The function of 

NO is to pass a query to MN and receive a response from the 

MN. If owner node suspects the response, it can cross verify 

the response by contacting sensor node and authenticator. The 

role of the authenticator is key distribution, authenticating MN 

and the sensor node. The other functionality of authenticator is 

issuing session key for all sensors node to encrypt the sensed 

data and issuing decryption key for NO. The role of the MN is 

to receive encrypted data from different CH and store it there, 

in addition, it also process data and respond to any query from 

NO. Finally, the jobs of the sensor nodes are to collect the data 

and perform encryption and send it to MN for every stipulated 

time interval. This architecture scenario is best suits for forest 

monitoring system. The other thing is that whenever any 

sensor likes to attach to the sensor network, the sensor would 

be authenticated by an authenticator, otherwise dropped. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Proposed Cluster and authentication Architecture 

B. The clustering and CH formation 

Clustering is hierarchal like structure consists of higher 

and lower tier. The lower tier collects the sensed information 

and transfers the data to an upper tier which is called CH. The 

CH then aggregates the data and sends to MN as shown in Fig. 

1. Here CH could be formed using the LEACH algorithm and 

clustering protocol [9, 22]. The LEACH algorithm plays an 

important role in forming a CH. The LEACH is self-adaptive 

and self-organized to form a CH and it acts as a unit. LEACH 

CH formed in two phase called setup and steady phases. The 

procedure is as follow, among every node in particular region 

set between 0 and 1 as value. Then the same value compares 

with threshold value t(n), where t(n) hold binary 0 or 1. If the 

chosen number is less than t(n), then it corresponding node 

becomes CH in this round, else it becomes a common node. 

The threshold computed with the following algorithm 1. 

Algorithm 1: CH Selection using LEACH 

Parameters: G-Nodes, p-Percentage of CH among all 

nodes, r-Number of Rounds, n-selecting node 

1. If nG then CH selection threshold at time t(n)=p/1-

(p*(r%1/p)) 

2. Else if nG then CH selection threshold at time t(n)=0 

Here p is the percentage of CH among all the nodes present 

in the cluster, a number of rounds measured as r, G represent 

the node that is not a CH preceding in (1/p) rounds. With help 

of this parameter, able to chooses CH. The main condition is 

that if any of nodes is a CH will never be a CH again. Once 

the clusters are formed then sensor nodes are ready to transfer 

or transmit the data and the receiver end which is CH will 

receive the data and sent those data to MN. When clusters 

have formed and the Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) 

schedule is determined, the nodes start to transfer the 

monitoring data which is expressed in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2. CH formation and flow of data to MN 

C.  The Selection of Security Algorithm 

The security algorithm selected for this work is Blowfish 

algorithm [15]. The Blowfish algorithm provides various 

advantages like reduction of the computational power to 

securing the data and also prevent potential attacks from the 

malicious users. The procedure of Blowfish is gashed into two 

components and the first component is key expansion and the 

second component is data encryption as shown in Fig. 3. The 

NO’s administrator, i.e. authenticator take care the security 

mechanism with this algorithm. 

 
Fig. 3. Round function of Blowfish Algorithm 
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Usually, the Blowfish algorithm performs encryption 

followed by decryption. It is a symmetric block cipher that 

safeguards the data by encryption with variable key length 

from 32 bits to 448 bits. It performs 16 rounds for data 

encryption. Each round consists of key dependent permutation 

and substitution all the operation in this algorithm must base 

on XOR operation. It has two sub key arrays P-array and S-

boxes where P array has 18 entries and 256 S-box entries. The 

8-bit data will be the input and 32-bit data will be the output. 

The process is initialized from key scheduling the value of P-

array and S-box value derived from the hexadecimal digits of 

pi. The secret key is created for each and every bit of the data, 

now the data is ciphered and again those data is encrypted 

again with the new sub keys. This above-mentioned process 

will run nearly 521 times to generate the required sub keys. 

The major advantage of using this algorithm will require only 

4 kb of computational power. 

D. The Working Mechanism of MN 

Master mode [5-6] stores the sensed data which gathered 

from lower tier which transfers the collected data to the 

repository. The repository used here is concurrent version 

system (CVS), it is used to acts as a repository as well as the 

MN from here we can add security and store and retrieve the 

data in a secured manner. It performs a simultaneous operation 

at the same instance of time where the data is stored and 

makes an exact copy to check and cross verification of the 

sensed data. It usually acts as a client server architecture that 

server stores the current data and history and the client 

connects to the server in order to check out the copy that 

stored in the same instance where the original data is stored. 

Once the data tend to update, alter, tampered or attacked by 

some outside intruders it creates an alert that data should be 

altered by someone else and inform to the authorized NO or 

user, hence to overcome those attacks the security mechanism 

to be integrated with the CVS. 

E.  Secure Spatial and Temporal Verification 

The spatial and temporal cross check verified with 

following components functionalities. The NO will send the 

secure range query [8] to MN for any particular duration of 

data from sensors or any one of region’s sensor data as either 

spatial or temporal data query. Whenever NO getting the 

corresponding response from the MN, the owner could check 

the correctness of data by cross verifying with an actual region 

or time bound sensors. This cross verification of data 

necessary that there might be attacker penetrates as MN some 

time.     

The NO accesses data and crosses verify it whenever 

suspicious about data as shown in Fig. 4. The NO before 

contacts the MN with range queries, the NO communicates 

with authenticator to get the secret key for secure range 

queries. The authenticator [16] generates secret key with help 

of Blowfish algorithm [15] generate key and response with the 

key to NO and also it maintains the same key as the session 

key to the MN. The NO sends the queries to MN. MN checks 

the query and selects appropriate data either the spatial query 

or temporal query.  

 
Fig. 4. Request/Response protocol for data authentication 

Let us consider the example query for spatial temporal data 

access. Since this model suitable for forest monitoring system 

environment, the query as follows. Request: send data for time 

slot t1, data select from CH=1. The explanation is that its 

analysis the repository in MN and seeks the data collected 

from sensor region with CH 1 and time slot t1. This 

specifically looks at the t1 time with CH=1. The query is the 

concern with the time specification. This example is temporal 

query data. Likewise, here spatial data query and response also 

possible. 

IV.  EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS 

For implementation point of view entire idea divided into 

two components. The first component is clustering of sensors 

using LEACH protocol [9, 22]. The simulation is carried out 

with LEACH protocol in MATLAB tool to generate sensor 

nodes and grouping of sensors into the cluster and choosing 

the CH from clustered sensors. The Fig. 5 illustrates the 

cluster formation and darkens circle is represent CH and the 

ordinary circle represents simply sensors. It also illustrates the 

formation of CH in different regions clustered sensors. 

 
Fig. 5. CH formation using LEACH 

A.  Performance analysis of difference clustering algorithms 

With help of above-mentioned experiment, the 

performances of the WSN for spatiotemporal data are 

measured by following parameters. They are Life Time of 
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Network, an Average Throughput of Data Transmission, and 

an Energy Efficiency of Packet delivery. 

B.  Life Time of Network 

The life time of network is total the number of nodes 

which are energetic for all cycles of the HCC, EEUC, PEACH, 

and LEACH. The y-axis is the number of rounds and x- axis is 

the number of nodes. It is clearly noticed that LEACH 

algorithm is survived for more number of rounds as compared 

to HCC, EEUC, and PEACH algorithms which are shown in 

Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 6. Life time of Network 

C.  The Average Throughput of Data Transmission 

The Average Throughput of Data Transmission is defined 

as the how many numbers of packets sent over the 

communication line to MN over the period of simulation 

time(bits/sec) which is described in below formula. 

The Average Throughput of Data Transmission = (n/t)*c 

Where n is the total number of packet delivered to MN, t is 

the total time taken by packets to sent over WSN network, and 

c is the total number of cycles of the life time of WSN 

Network. the Fig. 7 shows that the LEACH algorithm 

performance is more by means of sending more number for 

data bits per seconds as compared to HCC, EEUC and 

PEACH algorithms. 

 
Fig. 7. Average Throughput of Data Transmission 

 

D.  An Energy Efficiency of Packet Delivery 

An Energy Efficiency of Packet Delivery is the measure 

that the total energy consumed for 1000 bits of Data Packet 

delivered to MN. Fig. 8 shown below that LEACH algorithm 

take considerably less energy as compared to HCC, EEUC and 

PEACH algorithms. 

 
Fig. 8. Energy Efficiency of Packet Delivery 

From the analysis of different performance measured a 

parameter, it is concluded that LEACH algorithm is a best 

suitable algorithm for WSN spatiotemporal data transmission 

in the hostile environment. 

E. Performance analysis of Encryption algorithms 

The other component is an authenticator, which 

comprising of the key generator using random number 

generator which is available for Blowfish algorithm secret key 

formation. For the security measures, the performance of 

various private key block ciphers algorithms such as DES, 

AES, Triple DES, Blowfish and RC4 algorithms have been 

analyzed as shown in Table 3. 

TABLE III. ENCRYPTION TIME IN SECONDS FOR DIFFERENT 

ALGORITHMS AND DATA SIZES 

Input 

size 

Execution time for encryption 

3DES RC4 AES DES BF 

20KB 5 4 3 1 1 

40KB 10 8 5 3 2 

60KB 18 14 9 5 4 

80KB 21 17 11 8 6 

100KB 23 19 14 10 8 

Here the comparison of computation time for encryption 

and decryption as a measure for this work done. For this 

experiment with help of 3.06 GHz i3 processor for data file 

size 20KB, 40KB, 60KB, 80KB and 100KB taken and done 

encryption with help of block cipher algorithms which are 

listed in table 3. The observation showed that the time taken to 

encrypt the 100KB size data are 23seconds for Triple DES, 19 

seconds for RC4, 14 seconds for AES, 10 seconds for DES, 

and 8 seconds for Blowfish algorithms. From this, it is 

illustrated that Blowfish is best among other block cipher 

algorithms with respect to encryption process which is 

illustrated in Fig. 9. Also, we tested the performance of 

encrypted data at sensors and communication with help of 

NS3 with TDMA using the NS3 simulator. 
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Fig. 9 Encryption time comparison for various block cipher algorithms 

V.  CONCLUSION 

This paper proposed a novel model network for secure 

spatiotemporal data transmission in WSN. The experiment 

was shown that an energy efficient clustering technique is the 

LEACH algorithm in the WSN for the spatiotemporal data 

processing after analyzing the performance parameters such as 

Life time of Network, Average Throughput of Data 

Transmission, and Energy Efficiency of Packet Delivery with 

other clustering algorithms. LEACH algorithm is an efficiently 

formed cluster in the different region and also formed CH. The 

cross verification for security is done by owner node along 

with authentication key distributed by cross check verification 

from the authenticator. For security, here it is identified that 

the Blowfish block cipher algorithm is best among various 

block cipher’s algorithms such as 3DES, RC4, AES, DES on 

WSN after comparing with time complexity parameter for 

encryption and decryption process. This paper concludes that 

to maintain a reliable secured environment to store and process 

the spatiotemporal data, LEACH protocol is best one for 

clustering and Blowfish block cipher is energy efficient 

security algorithm. 
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